Pressure-Treated
Fencing Products

Madison Wood Preservers

Madison’s expertise in treated wood products
dates back more than half a century. Whether
you want high-grade material for applications
where appearance is important or you want
economical wood, you can be sure it will be
properly preserved at Madison.

Business is built on quality treated
lumber and fencing products
from Madison Wood.

Treated Lumber

Madison Wood carries a full line of treated
dimensional lumber for residential, commercial,
and agricultural applications. We only source
from select, top-quality mills, and we insist
that all pretreated wood arrives tarped and
protected from the elements. Our lumber is
stored inside of our 180,000 square foot
warehouse to ensure freshness and a bright,
consistent color. Remember MadWood when
it’s time to start your next project!
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Quality Product
Whether you want a traditional
barbed wire fence with round
wood posts, a split rail fence, or
a unique variation, consider the
options produced by Madison
Wood Preservers. Madison offers
Southern Yellow Pine fence posts
in several styles, 7’ – 25’ in length
and 3” – 8” in diameter.
One characteristic does not
vary — they are all properly
pressure-treated with CCA
preservative to standards of
the American Wood Protection
Association.

Round Southern Yellow Pine Posts
Madison Wood’s classic, high-quality
posts are ideal for line, corner, pull,
brace, and gate applications with barbed,
woven, and high-tensile wire fences. Our
posts are perfect for livestock fencing, orchards,
vineyards, and many other applications.
Lengths
7’
8’
9’

Top Diameters
2-3”, 3-4”, 4-5”, 5-6”, 6-7”
3-4”, 4-5”, 5-6”, 6-7”, 7-8”
6-7”

10’
12’
20’
25’

3-4”, 4-5”, 5-6”, 6-7”
3-4”, 4-5”, 5-6”
5-6”
5-6”, 6-7”

Rough sawn 1”x6”x16’ fence boards to complement
your Madison Wood posts.
• Treated Pine (suitable for Ground Contact), also
available in 5/4 thickness
• Poplar, treated to refusal
• Oak

Rustic Split Rail

Quality Process
At our post mill, logs are
debarked, cut to length, peeled,
and electronically scanned for
adequate sizing. The product is
then banded and placed in one
of our large storage yards for 6
months or longer to ensure the
product is sufficiently dried so that
each post will absorb the proper
amount of treatment.

Fence Boards

Line, corner, and end posts for the 2-hole style
and 3-hole style are milled from pine logs. 11’ Rails
are split from full round logs providing a rustic
appearance.

Specialty Posts
Posts milled after peeling to make your fencing
project more efficient and economical.
Specialty
Faced
(3/4 Round)

Sizes
5-6”x7’, 5-6”x8’,
6-7”x7’, 6-7”x8’

Half Round

6-7”x7’, 6-7”x8’

Sharpened

3-4”x7’, 3-4”x8’,
4-5”x7’, 4-5”x8’

Ask your local dealer for more information, pricing and availability.
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